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IAATO Observer Checklist
for Landed Activities
Thank you for agreeing to participate as an IAATO
Observer. The following checklist should be
straightforward. When answering the questions, you can
use yes, no, unsure but please include explanations. The
checklist has been designed as a useful tool to facilitate
confirmation of whether obligations set forth by IAATO and
the Antarctic Treaty System are being met.
Please email your completed evaluation to IAATO within
three weeks of participating in this program. For companies
operating a full Antarctic season, it is best to complete this
form as soon as possible so that the company being
observed can make improvements while their Antarctic
season is still in progress. If possible, please provide the
company with a draft copy of this report prior to
disembarking the vessel.
Please submit by email to: Jhaase@iaato.org
Any additional documents or appendices can be sent to:
By Fax: +1 401 841 9704
By Post:	IAATO
50 South County Commons Way
Unit E-5B
South Kingstown, RI, 02879
USA

1. Voyage Preparation and
Documentation
the home office efficient to work with and
✔ Was

forthcoming with documentation?

Albatros works on a B to B system. In this system it is the
secondary sellers who are providing the documentation to the
clients. For instance, on this voyage, Roads Scholars had a group
you provided with the same preparatory
✔  Were
onboard
- Albatros delivers the information to Roads, and it is be
as all the
Did
they arrive in a
up to materials
Roads to provide
theirclients
guestswere?
with the
appropriate
timely
fashion
so
you
could
adequately
prepare
information and/or links. Only in a short sale situations
doesfor
your
voyage?
Albatros provide the materials directly to the guests.

Because of the B to B system above, my materials were delivered
It
is noted
a weakness
system
sub-sale
groups
could
directly
to me
by Gorm.ofI this
received
myisfirst
document
links
in
change
the materials
to suit
their needs,
notthan
deliver
all which
September,
and my final
documents
a bitand
more
a month
in
theprovided.
pre-departure
material include a copy of the
✔ Did
Albatros
 has
advance
on 23
October.In speaking with Gorm Pedersen, Albatros
Antarctic
Visitor
Guidelines
(ATCM
Managing
Director,
he and
his team are
awareRecommendation
of this and work
XVIII-1)
and/or
ATCM
General
Guidelinesinformation
for Visitors
with the
sub-sale
groups
to ensure
the appropriate
is
(Resolution
delivered.
Albatros3-2011)?
is looking at ways to further solidify this
process.
Yes the guests were provided with the IAATO link to the ATCM
General Guidelines for visitors. Upon arrival in the cabins, the
guests were also provided with ATCM Rec XVIII-I and also the
the pre-departure material include a copy of the
✔  Did
 Guidelines
ATCM
for Visitors in paper form.

leaflet ‘Don’t Pack a Pest’ describing IAATO’s updated
biosecurity procedures?

Voyage Dates
Yes a link was provided in the pre-departure information for the
November 28 - December 7, 2018
IAATO link to the Don't Pack a Pest document. Upon boarding the
(embarkation and disembarkation):______________________
Lisa Kelley
Observers Name _____________________________________
December 6, 2018

Date of Report _______________________________________
Ocean Atlantic
Name of Vessel _______________________________________

Name of Tour Operator/Organizer Albatros
_____________________________________________________
Voyage sub-chartered to (if applicable) Ship is

managed by CMI

Shelli Ogilvy

Name of Expedition Leader ___________________________
Actual Itinerary/Expedition Travelled:
Please attach the day-by-day itinerary. If the Post Visit Site
Report was completed by the end of the voyage/flight/
expedition it can be appended to this report instead of
describing the actual itinerary (please check with the
Expedition Leader/Operations Manager). See Attached

Don't Pack a pest Leaflet was also in the cabins.

✔ Did the pre-departure material explain that conditions
can be severe and inhospitable and point out the

NOTE: Further information about biosecurity procedures later in
necessity
for season
suitableit clothing?
document.
For next
is recommended the most up to date
materials
with the appropriate IAATO logo are used.
Yes

clients advised that sophisticated medical care is
✔ Were

unavailable in the Antarctic, and encouraged to take
out medical and evacuation insurance prior to their
trip? Did they have to provide a medical questionnaire
prior to their voyage?

Yes. The medical questionnaire has been improved from the
simple check box system, and goes more in depth with possible
complications. Additionally upon boarding, there is also a
supplemental medical questionnaire which is filled out before the
ship can depart port. The doctor onboard reviews both medical
questionnaires before departure.
See Attached examples.

2. Antarctic Treaty and Domestic
Legislation

A. Compliance with Domestic Legislation
Did the operator receive all permits from government
authorities required under domestic legislation in time of
departure? Please list the government department and
subject of the reference of each permit or authorization
granted.
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These documents include:
● Advance Notification
● E
 nvironmental Impact Assessment (EIA), usually either at
the Initial Environmental Evaluation (IEE) or PEE
(Preliminary Environmental Evaluation) level
● P
 ermit(s) to enter Antarctic Specially Protected Areas
(ASPA’s) if appropriate

E. Compliance with Standard Procedures for
Station Visits
Antarctic Research Stations visited?
✔ Were

We stopped at Brown Station for a continental landing, but did not
go near any of the buildings except for the boat house. There was
no one on station at the time. The Ocean Atlantic Team is aware
✔  If so, were advance notification requirements for such
of the Research Station guidelines found in the FOM.

visits taken into account (e.g. Palmer Station,
McMurdo, Rothera or Signy Station)?

● Waste Management Permit if appropriate
● Other if appropriate

N/A

B. Compliance with Operator’s Advance
Notification and EIA

the 72 hour advance notice adhered to for all
✔ Was


✔ Were copies of the Advance Notification and

Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) on board and
found in an easily accessible location?

other stations?

N/A

Yes, copies of all the documents were found on the bridge.

✔ If a previously scheduled visit to a research station was

✔ Were
the relevant officers, expedition leader and staff


N/A

familiar with the content and did the expedition staff
generally adhere to these documents?

Yes.
The Observer also spoke in more detail to the bridge team as well
as the expedition staff on how important it is for them to follow the
note any deviations/discrepancies to the
✔ Did youdocuments.
authorization

operator’s EIA? If so, please describe.

There were no discrepancies.

C. Compliance with Management Plans

cancelled, was the station notified promptly?

the visit ashore interfere with Antarctic scientific
✔ Did

work?

N/A

the vessel provide any support by transporting
✔  Did


scientists, etc.? If so, describe the briefings provided
to these individuals after embarkation.

N/A

✔ Did the operator observe all relevant management

plans for Antarctic Specially Managed Areas (ASMA’s)
and Antarctic Specially Protected Areas (ASPA’s), and
were these available to relevant officers, expedition
leader and staff onboard?

The officers and expedition team were aware of ASPAs and
ASMAs, but we did not enter any.

any ASPA’s entered? If so, did the operator have
✔  Were

the required permit(s)?

N/A

any ASMA’s or historic sites visited? If so, were
✔ Were

relevant management plans observed?

N/A

D. Compliance with ATCM Recommendation
XVIII-1
✔ Were all activities conducted in accordance with ATCM
Recommendation XVIII-1 - Guidance for those
Organising and Conducting Tourism and Nongovernmental Activities in the Antarctic (adopted at
the Antarctic Treaty Meeting, Kyoto, 1994)?

Yes

3. Vessel Operation
A. General
✔ Did the Captain or an appointed ice pilot have

Antarctic experience suitable for the intended
operation? Was there additional relevant Antarctic
experience among the bridge officers?

Master Georgii Zelenin has many years of Antarctic Experience,
as does Chief Officer Artem Kolmykov (as required by the Polar
Code). During the voyage there was also another Captain Herve
thewas
vessel,
as far as reasonable and practical,
✔
Did
 who
Parage
gaining his Ice Experience by shadowing Master
comply
with
the
Guidelines
for Ships
Zelenin. At the end of his
training period
he will Operating
have the in
Polar Waters?
appropriate
amount of training (per the IMO guidelines) to be the
Master
of the vessel
in Polar as
Waters.
Ocean Atlantic
has received
temporary Polar Waters
certificate. This temporary certificate expires on December 20,
2018. Observer will be in touch with CMI to ask for the updated
the vessel participate in the IAATO vessel tracking
✔
 Did

certificate.
CMI will email confirming the issue of a permanent
scheme
and report hourly?
Polar Waters certificate before or on Dec 20.
Yes. Ocean Atlantic also participates in OLEX.

current hydrographic charts for the area of
✔ Were


operation available on the bridge at all times? Please
indicate which charting authority charts were being
used (e.g. UKHO, Chile HO, etc.).

Yes, paper charts are used in conjunction with the electronic
charts.
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did the vessel obtain ice information? Were
✔ How

weather, ice and routeing information services
provided and reviewed in a timely manner?

Ocean Atlantic is primarily using the websites which are provided
in the IAATO Field Operations Manual (FOM). They are reviewed
daily and/or after the weekends (depending on the Ice Agency
vessel navigate in ice covered waters at any
✔
Did the
distribution
pattern). Like many vessels, Ocean Atlantic is
time?with
If so,
such
ice
concerned
notplease
havingprovide
the most details
up to date
iceas
information.
concentration,
duration
etc.
This is something IAATO is aware of, and is working with the
International
Ice Charting
Working
(IICWG)
press
iceice
Yes,
Ocean Atlantic
is classed
1B, Group
and stayed
well to
within
her
agencies andDuring
satellite
providers
to more coverage
7 days
a week.
parameters.
transits
of Wilhelmina
Bay, Errera
Channel,
Lemaire Channel, Penola Strait and Neumayer Channel, she was
✔ Were IAATO Marine Wildlife Watching Guidelines
never in more than 2/10 ice, mainly bergy bits and some 1st year
observed?
Pleasewas
describe
wildlife
sea ice.
Safe navigation
performed
at allsighted
times. and any

effect of the vessel presence on wildlife activity.

Particular
kudos
tomarine
the bridge
ice watch
in thewas
Penola
Yes, although
nogoes
active
mammal
watching
doneStrait
from
while
the appropriate
guests weredistance
ashore at
Island. in
The
bridge
the ship,
toPetermann
marine mammals
water
and on
noticed
fast moving band of ice (1.3 knots) coming towards the
ice was aobserved.
✔  Was
command
cooperative
landing
sitethe
andship’s
ship from
the Argentine
Islands.and
Theyhelpful
alerted in
theall
aspects
of
your
you
have
to
the
Expedition
Leader,
whojob?
was Did
able
to clear
theaccess
landing
and
kayak
During
Zodiac
cruises,
marine
mammals
were
actively
observed
navigation
and
engine
operations
quickly,bridge
as well
as were
ableroom?
to get all the boats safely
and all
guidelines
were
followed.
out
of
the
water
before
the
band
reached
themy
ship.
Theofship
was
Chief Officer Artem Kolmykov was primarily
point
contact,
then
able
to
move
away
from
the
heavy
concentration
of
ice
but all senior officers were welcoming and helpful when asked
quickly
andChief
safely.
questions.
Engineer Niksa Palicevic was also my guide to

the relevant officers and the expedition leader
✔  Were

familiar with IAATO’s Medical Evacuation Response
Plan (EMER), and was there a copy on board? If not,
please describe the Emergency Medical Evacuation
Response that was in place.

Yes all were familiar. The EMER procedures are in paper copy on
the bridge and also found in the electronic FOM which is accessed
on a share drive and on the Flash Drives sent to the ship.

passengers and crew advised to take
✔  Were


precautionary measures to prevent accidents during
particularly difficult weather conditions?

Yes the EL and bridge did many reminder announcements during
rough or inclement weather. When needed all or some of the
outside decks were closed for safety precautions.

C. Oil Spill Prevention

✔ Please list location and capacity of fuel tanks, as well as
fuel types and quantity used while the vessel operated
in the Treaty Area. Was there any deck storage of fuel?

There are 27 fuel tanks all below the water line, except for two
auxiliary tanks which sit at water level. The total capacity is
1000MT, although the ship normally begins a voyage with 90%,
✔ What
spill response materials and equipment were
 900MT.
roughly

readily available on board should an incident occur in
the Treaty Area? Did spill response exercises take
place, and at what frequency?

B.
andand
Contingency
Planning
the Safety
Engine Room
Engineering areas.

✔ Which Search and Rescue (SAR) measures were put in

place for self-sufficient operations? In general, would
you say that the principles of self-sufficiency and sound
contingency planning were observed at all times?

Yes all SOPEP Materials were appropriately placed both on deck
and in holding areas to respond to any fuel/oil spills. The response
team drills are part of the CMI drill schedule onboard.

✔ Please
describe the processing of oily water. Was there

a separator in use, and were oil transfers documented
in an Oil Record Book? Were actions in line with the
Operators Environmental Impact Assessment?

The Ocean Atlantic has a SAR procedure in their SMS.
Additionally they are aware and have copies of the IAATO EMER
documentation on the bridge.

✔  Were
there onboard drill schedules which included


regular
damage
control
scenarios
to ice
We talked
about
the need
for IAATO
vesselsrelated
to be self-sufficient,
damage
with
control
measures
that
considered
the
especially in medical situations, and covered a variety of topics
cold
weather
such implications
as utilising theof
rest
of the
IAATOenvironments?
fleet as well as when and
when
not toI call
Yes. While
wasMRCCs.
onboard I witnessed several drills outside of the
usual lifeboat drill. CMI provides the ship with the drill schedule.
We discussed being self sufficient and/or working in conjunction
✔  others
comprehensive
briefing on safety issues,
with
in the aIAATO
fleet.
Was there

including the mandatory lifeboat/safety drill,
conducted in a timely manner, with all passengers in
attendance, and translated for non-English speaking
passengers?

Yes. Even though this is a "western" group of guests, most
materials are translated into Mandarin - this is important as most
of the groups onboard during the season are Chinese.

✔  Were passengers’ and crew’s attention drawn to the

necessity for suitable clothing in conditions that can
be severe and inhospitable? Were passengers strongly
encouraged to observe the weekly crew abandon ship
drill and fire drill?

Yes, the guests participated in the mandatory drill, and were
requested to dress appropriately as if it were the real thing (even
though it may have been the hottest day of the season in Ushuaia
the relevant officers and the expedition leader
✔a balmy
Were23C).
at

familiar with IAATO’s Emergency Contingency Plan?

Yes, paper copies are found on the bridge and in the Electronic
FOM, which is available both to officers on their computer on the
bridge as well as for the field staff.

describe the medical facilities and list the
✔ Please


number and qualifications of all medical personnel
onboard.

There is one doctor for both guests and crew. Dr. Jose is a
qualified emergency medical doctor who has worked in many
countries across the globe and is in the pool for Doctor's without
Boarders. He is hired through a sub-crewing company, which then
provides doctors to CMI.
The medical facilities are adequate for short term emergency

There is an appropriate Oil Record Book kept in the Chief
Engineer office. All oily substances are able to be stored in
several sludge holding tanks which are emptied as needed while
D.
Sewage and Waste Management
in Port. The last time the tanks were emptied was in Montevideo
at the
of the
season.
Did
the vessel
have
an approved waste management
✔
 beginning
All oil
transfers/changes are documented.
plan?
Yes.

✔ Did the vessel comply with MARPOL and Annexes III
and IV of the Environmental Protocol with regards to
sewage and waste disposal? Please list equipment
used for sewage and waste management; and
describe disposal methods and how these were
recorded.

Yes. The ship does not dispose of anything below 60S except for
treated sewage, which is done via MARPOL standards. I was
able to look at the log books. The chief engineer is told by the
✔ Was
there
storage distance
space on
tothe
retain
 when
bridge
theyadequate
are the appropriate
at board
sea, and
all
wastes
and
sewage
while
the
vessel
operated
in the
tanks are able to be emptied.

Treaty Area? If not, describe the methods and

frequency
discharges.
All other
waste isof
disposed
on in Port (aka nothing aside from
treated
sewage
goes
over
the
side of theon
ship).
The treated sewage water is discharged
average about every 2
days. Otherwise all other waste is kept onboard until the port.

✔ Did the vessel comply with IAATO recommended

waste management practice to not dispose of waste
below the Antarctic Convergence (note these exceed
MARPOL regulations)?

Aside from treated sewage which is an accepted practice, yes.
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staff, crew and passengers advised about the
✔  Were


any of the staff taken the IAATO Online Field Staff
✔ Had


Yes.

All staff have taken the Online Assessment.

importance of sewage and waste minimization, and
was publicity given to appropriate management
practices?

Assessment? Please detail which staff members and
their onboard role (e.g., Jane Blogs, EL, Jo Bloggs
AEL).

types of hazardous substances were used on the
✔ What


enclose names of staff members, areas of
✔ Please


Yes there was a separate place for battery disposal. For any
substances like Freon, there is a log which documents all of the
transfers and usage. All hazardous waste substances are kept in
products separated out from other food
✔  Were
 tankspoultry
sludge
to be taken off in port, roughly every 3-4 months.

See attached Biographies.

No. There is no food separation as all food is taken off in port.
Nothing is macerated and put to sea. For this reason there is no
need to separate the poultry.

The current EL Shelli has spent the trip handing over to the
incoming EL, Berna who was AEL during the voyage.

ship? How were these stored and monitored? Was
there a separate receptacle for battery disposal?

garbage?

✔ Was there any exchange of ballast water in the Treaty
Area? Did the vessel have an approved ballast water
management plan?

Ocean Atlantic has a ballast water management plan, but except
in a possible emergency situation, does not exchange ballast
water when below 60S.

4. IAATO Standards and Regulations
A. General Conduct
✔ Did the operator support the basic mission of IAATO
– which is to advocate and promote the practice of
safe and environmentally responsible private-sector
travel to the Antarctic?

Yes.

the expedition well organized and carried out,
✔ Was


with no obvious violations of applicable requirements?
Were the activities generally conducted with a high
degree of professionalism?

specialty and years of polar (Arctic and Antarctic) or
other relevant experience.

✔ If the expedition leaders changed, was there a
handover procedure?

✔ Were you introduced to passengers, and invited to
staff briefings?

Yes where appropriate.

C. Passenger and Crew Briefings
the crew briefed on Recommendation XVIII-1
✔  Was


and/or ATCM General Guidelines for Visitors
(Resolution 3-2011) prior to the start of the season?
Was the crew provided with copies of the Visitor
Guidelines?

Yes. The ship sailed empty for a few days before the start of the
season. Not only was this the time to get the vessel ready for the
incoming guests, but it also gave the EL Shelli a chance to brief all
crewtomembers
embarked
for this for,
particular
✔ crew.
 If
 new
the
Similar
how the guests
are accounted
the crew
voyage,
were
they
briefed
accordingly
by
the
also have to sign a sheet saying they participated in and
expedition
staff or officers? If so, how?
understood
the briefing.
Yes, See above answer.
Additionally all crew are decontaminated.

B. Expedition Leader and Staff

IAATO
Safety
and Conservation
Briefing
✔ the
As
restthe
of the
season
progresses,
briefings for the
crew will be
Was
presentation)
given
prior to
done(PowerPoint
on a smaller scale.
Additionally,
all Heads
of landing
Departments
in Antarctica?
If not,
needpassengers
to sign a declaration
they have
readwhy
and not?
understand ATCM
XVIII.
Yes. And the animated briefing was shown on the TVs
continuously.

✔ Was there at least one copy of the IAATO Field

✔ Was this a mandatory briefing and if so, how was this

Yes.

Operations Manual (FOM) on board and found in an
easily accessible location? Was it useful and used? If
not, why not?

Yes, there is a hard copy of the Old FOM in the office, in addition
to the New Operational Information. The Electronic FOM is found
on the Jump Drive sent to the vessels as well as in the shared
the on
expedition
✔ Were

electronic
drive
the ship. leader and staff generally familiar

with the content of the FOM?

carried forth?

Yes the IAATO briefing is mandatory, as was the Zodiac briefing.
Guests were checked in using their key cards, so all were
accounted for.

✔ Were copies of Recommendation XVIII-1 (Visitor

Guidelines) and/or ATCM General Guidelines for
Visitors (Resolution 3-2011) distributed to passengers
with this briefing?

Yes, and all staff have taken the Online Assessment.

Yes, paper copies of the guidelines were found in their cabins
upon arrival.

✔  Did
at least 75% of the staff have previous experience


✔ Were copies of the guidelines provided to non-English

in Antarctica?

Yes

speaking passengers in one of the following additional
languages: Spanish, French, Italian, Dutch, German,
Russian, Mandarin Chinese, Japanese?

Because the guests on this voyage were "western" the material
provided was in English. However, Chinese documentation was
available for the few Chinese speakers onboard.
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D. Coordination of Itineraries
✔ Was the latest version of the IAATO Vessel, Landbased

a briefing or announcement made prior to landing
✔ Was

to advise on the peculiarities of the site being visited,
the expected conditions, possible boundaries,
behavior around wildlife, and any other relevant safety
and environmental issues? Were passengers advised of
the necessity for suitable clothing in conditions that
can be severe and inhospitable?

and EMER Contact Information available onboard?
Were itineraries efficiently coordinated with other
vessels at all times?

Yes, Albatros has supplied this information to the vessels. The
itineraries were coordinated through the current Peninsula vessels
email distribution feed.

✔ What means of communications were used to

daily
radio by an
Likecoordinate
several otherschedules
vessels in (e.g.,
the fleet
whoIAATO
are managed
schedule,
GMDSS,
email,
etc.)? did have difficulty
outside
company,
the IAATO
Secretariat
obtaining
the to
correct
contact information
for the vessels
(in this
Email
mainly
communicate
schedule changes,
and radio
for on
case
CMIconversations.
managed). This is something the IAATO Secretariat will
the
spot
continue to problem solve with the associated management
there any visits to a landing site by more than
✔
companies.
Were

one vessel over 12 passengers at one time? If so,
could this have been prevented?

No

✔ Were the time slots set for landings in the IAATO Ship

Yes. Every landing had its own briefing performed by the
Expedition Leader. In addition, the Expedition Staff had their own
briefing with the EL and Zodiac Master.

F. Management Approach

✔ Were Antarctic Treaty and IAATO Site Guidelines

consulted and followed when planning the landings?
Did all the expedition staff responsible for activities
ashore demonstrate a good working knowledge of the
ATCM Site Guidelines?

Yes.

✔ At all sites did the expedition leader and staff make

use of the method of ‘zoning’, including Closed Areas,
Guided Walking Areas and Free Roaming Areas?

Scheduler observed?

Yes

Yes. Routes onshore were flagged appropriately, and staff were
there to monitor guests along the route.

✔ Were the expedition leader and staff familiar with the
IAATO Wilderness Etiquette? Was there a buffer time
of 30-60 minutes allowed between visits?

Yes

E. Pre-landing Action

Were any
new
sites
visited
if by
so the
what
criteria
were
✔
The IAATO:
Polar
Guide
App
is alsoand
used
staff
members.
used to evaluate the site?

N/A

✔ In
 general, were visitor numbers ashore limited to

comply with management plans, environmental
conditions and safety practices if necessary? Was there
a particularly effective way to manage passengers
ashore organized by the staff? If so, please describe.

✔ Did the itinerary adhere to Antarctic Treaty and IAATO
Site Guidelines relative to the size of ship and the
landing sites permitted

Yes. Ocean Atlantic is acting as a category 1 vessel.

✔ Did the itinerary adhere to Antarctic Treaty and IAATO
Site Guidelines relative to the limits on the number of
landings which can take place each day, and did they
observe a ‘rest period’ for wildlife (usually from
2200-0400 hrs)?

Yes, the ship was split in two making the groups ashore, roughly
55 guests. This was an easily manageable number with the
number of staff onboard.

G. Biosecurity Measures

✔ Were
IAATO’s Boot and Clothing Decontamination


Guidelines adhered to at all times? Was there a
briefing and a clothing check organized so that all
precautions were taken to avoid the translocation of
seeds and other organisms to and within Antarctica?

Yes

✔ Did the itinerary adhere to restrictions and

management plans in place for visiting Antarctic
Specially Protected Areas (ASPA’s) and Antarctic
Specially Managed Areas (ASMA’s)?

Yes, however this voyage did not go into any ASPAs or ASMAs

✔ Did the expedition leader and/or staff inspect every

landing site for the purpose of evaluating safety and
environmental conditions prior to landing passengers?

Yes. There was a through decontamination on the way South. All
used outer clothing were checked and vacuumed. All tripods and
walking sticks checked, and also backpacks vacuumed. I was
passengers clean their backpacks, camera bags,
✔
Did

particularly
impressed with the number of stations - 6 in total - as
tripods
and clothing (particularly Velcro attachments
well as the equipment at each station: in addition to the vacuum,
theand
possible
translocation of
thereand
was pockets)
also a pairtoofavoid
tweezers
a toothbrush.

diseases?

The boots
arechecked
loaned to
so the
staff are
Yes,
all were
anguests,
vacuumed
on expedition
the way South.
responsible for cleaning after each trip. The cleaned boots are
then redistributed for the next voyage and then double checked
there a thorough cleaning of all gear - full boot
✔
during
decontamination.
Was

and clothing decontamination incl. vacuuming - done
between distinct regions (e.g. South Georgia and
Antarctica)?

Yes.

Yes.

Virkon used as disinfecting solution, and if not,
✔ Was

why not?

Yes
NOTE: One area of concern which was raised with the vessel
were the blankets which were being used to dry off the boots
when they came in. Although these blankets were sent directly to
the laundry after to be washed, this still could be a method for
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H. Activities Ashore
✔ Did the site visits generally comply with Antarctic
Treaty and IAATO Site Guidelines?

Yes

✔ Did passengers, staff and crew comply with

Recommendation XXVIII-1, Guidance for Visitors to the
Antarctic / ATCM General Guidelines for Visitors
(Resolution 3-2011)?

each landing, did the staff confirm that all
✔ After


passengers had returned to the ship or land-based
facility? How were passengers accounted for?

Yes. All guests have an electronic key card and must scan in and
out. There is a gangway control crew person to ensure adherence.
Staff also hand in their key cards when departing the ship, so they
would you say that the principles of
✔ also
In general,
are
accounted for by a gangway control individual.

self-sufficiency and sound contingency planning were
observed at all times?

Yes.

Yes

✔ Was there a minimum 20:1 passenger to staff ratio
maintained on shore?

With 22 staff, the passenger to staff ratio was well below 20:1.
During this voyage it averaged 8:1

✔ Were there more than 100 visitors ashore at any one

time (exclusive of expedition guides and leaders)? If so,
please describe in detail.

No, the ship was split in half and there was a max of 58 ashore at
any one time (exclusive of expedition staff).

✔ Did
the expedition staff on shore give the visitors an


appropriate briefing, setting clear boundaries and
reminding them of required distances from wildlife,
scientific monitoring control sites and equipment, and
protected areas? Did they also point out specific
environmental features such as sensitive vegetation?

Yes. The guests were briefed via Zodiac as they came ashore.

✔ Did the staff provide educational information?
Yes. The educational content of the voyage was excellent. There
were a great group of lecturers and even those who might be
classified more as "logistics" staff gave recaps or other small
I.presentations.
Safety Ashore
Additionally, Albatros supports the non-profit
Hookpod,
and
thebriefings
citizen science
ventures
of: Secchialso
Disk,paid to
the
ashore,
was attention
✔ During
Happywhale,
NASA Cloud
Program,hazards?
and Oceanites E-bird.
safety aspects
and possible
Yes. Safety was of utmost concern on this voyage. It was a
difficult voyage with wind and weather, and every step of the way,
in every circumstance, the guests were briefed clearly and
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Yes. With a large staff, they were all around and interacting with
the guests extensively.

✔ Was there emergency equipment available in the

Zodiacs or other landing craft, as well as ashore? If so,
please include a list.

Yes. The staff took the appropriate gear ashore for a potential
shore stranding. Additionally there was extra gear in the Zodiacs
for emergency situations. See attached list.

✔ Were all staff members equipped with VHF radios, and
capable of contact at all times?

Yes all staff had radios and were able to be in contact. However,
there was at times difficulty with contact between the bridge and
side gate, and/or the side gate and shore due to distance and/or
medical personnel participate in landings and/or
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was ‘on call’ during landings?

The Staff Medical Assistant was always available during landings.
because the doctor was also the crew doctor his ability to go
ashore was limited, but could if needed.

K. Landing Craft Operations
instructions given to passengers on how to use
✔ Were

Zodiacs or other landing craft safely?

Yes, there was a mandatory briefing on Zodiacs. Additionally the
staff had their own separate briefing on Zodiac Operations. The
staff followed the "snake" protocol while on Zodiac cruises, each
all passengers
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 following
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Flotation Device (PFD) when in the landing crafts?

Yes. They also continued to wear their PFDs while walking
ashore.

✔ Were drivers qualified, and respectful of wildlife? Were
IAATO Marine Wildlife Watching Guidelines observed
at all times?

Yes. There was a Zodiac cruise with lots of Crabeater Seals and
all Zodiacs in view behaved responsibly.

the drivers demonstrate a good working
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knowledge of the IAATO Guidelines for small boat
activities in the vicinity of ice?

Yes. The Zodiac drivers also work in the "Snake" formation, where
one Zodiac driver follows another. This provided an enhanced
level of safety.

✔ Did you notice any malfunctions of boats and/or
engines? If so please describe.

No the Zodiacs and engines worked well. There is a separate
engineer who is specified in repairing the Zodiacs.

✔ Was
there a Zodiac Operations Manual available (or a

comparable manual for landing craft)?

Yes, please see attached document.

✔ In
 general, would you say that landing craft operations
were organized safely and efficiently at all times?

Yes Albatros employees a Zodiac Master amongst the team,
Steve Traynor. This person works closely with the Expedition
Leader when assessing deployment of Zodiacs and landings. As
with all parts of the expedition, safety was the number one priority,
and each Zodiac activity was carefully thought through, and the
staff briefed thoroughly.

IAATO Field Operations Manual

L. Other Activities
✔ Were there other types of activities conducted, such as
helicopter flights, kayaking, scuba diving,
mountaineering or camping? If so, please describe.

Yes, Kayaking and Snowshoeing were offered.

✔ Were these activities described in the EIA and Advance
Notification?

Yes.

✔ Were these organized safely and efficiently at all times?

5. O
 ther Observations and
Recommendations
Please elaborate on any other comments or
recommendations pursuant to the operations being
observed.
The team on board was welcoming and included me in all
requested events. I was particularly impressed with the
educational content onboard. Additionally, Albatros has eliminated
most single use plastics onboard - a great effort.
Thank you to the Ocean Atlantic Team.

Please give a short description.

Yes both activities required two additional separate mandatory
briefings, as well as briefings when the activities take place.
Guests who signed up were split into smaller groups (seize
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guidelines and management plans adhered to?
N/A

✔ If so, were these activities described in the EIA and

Advance Notification? Were these organized safely and
efficiently at all times?

N/A

Thank you for your time and attention and we hope you
had an enjoyable trip.

